
Then-First Lady Clinton: “The President's Initiative To Put 100,000 New Teachers In The 

Classrooms Really Mirrors The Initiative To Put 100,000 Police On Our Streets. And They Come 

From The Same Impetus…We Had To Once Again Right The Imbalance That Existed Between 

Criminals And Law Enforcement.” “I also want to thank you for putting education back in the very 

middle of our nation's agenda. You are making extraordinary progress in turning some of the toughest big 

city systems around, and you're making progress in continuing to work to ensure that medium-sized and 

smaller cities have the schools they need to prepare our children for the 21st century. The president's 

initiative to put 100,000 new teachers in the classrooms really mirrors the initiative to put 100,000 police 

on our streets. And they come from the same impetus -- that we understood very clearly when Bill ran for 

president that our police were both outmanned and outgunned, that we had to have more police, we had 

to have tougher gun laws, we had to have a Brady Law, we had to once again right the imbalance that 

existed between criminals and law enforcement.” [Remarks at U.S. Conference of Mayors, 1/29/99] 

Then-First Lady Clinton: “We Have Too Many Children In Too Many Classrooms Overwhelming 

Our Teachers.” “Well, in our classrooms, we have too many children in too many classrooms 

overwhelming our teachers. It is very difficult when you have, as we do in many city systems -- and not 

just our giant cities, but medium-sized and even smaller cities -- children coming into the classroom for 

whom English is not only not their first language, but who are part of classes where you have 10, 12, 50, 

100 different languages and dialects represented.” [Remarks at U.S. Conference of Mayors, 1/29/99 

Then-First Lady Clinton On Equal Pay: “Despite This Longtime Inequity, There Are Still Those 

Who Claim That This Is A Made-Up Problem, That Any Wage Gap Between Men And Women Can 

Be Explained Away By The Choices Women Make.” “And I think it is important that, despite this 

longtime inequity, there are still those who claim that this is a made-up problem, that any wage gap 

between men and women can be explained away by the choices women make. And we all know that 

individual women, thank goodness, make different choices; that women, for personal reasons or other 

professional reasons, may choose a particular career or work pattern that results in lower wages.” [Fair 

Pay Roundtable, 4/7/99] 


